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Introduction

1. It iray be recalled that the African Census Pro-grannie (ACP) ,, .financed

by UNFPA, was instituted ir, 1971 to assist sorrfc; African countries to carry

out their censuses in the 1370 round of census programmes« However the ACP

was continued till 1977, and thus ?. number of countries which received

assistance under the ACP, conducted their censuses during the 1380 round.

The countries ares Burkina Faso (1973), Central African Republic (1975),

Ivory Coast (1975), Madagascar (1975)., Somalia (IJVb) r Cameroon .(1976),

Mali" (1975), Senegal {1976) f Jteuritania (.1976/77), Niger (.1:377), Penin (1979)
and Burundi (1979). In addition to thest; coiintries„ 35 other African

countries have. undertaken censuses during che period 1275 to 1384= Thus

the number of African cajntrier which took part in the 19dO itorld Population

and Housing Census Frograiirie \im 47 D Tlie remaining tjriree countries are

.Chad, Nigeria and Sierra Leone, Of -chose three countries, Chad has never

had a population census„ ilNPPX. however- fielded.a population Basic Weeds

Assessment Mission in February 19n.ri and it is expected that plans for the

first census would 'be initiated whan circumstances pe:.iuito Nigeria, on the

other hand conducted censuses in 1963 and 1972 but the results of the last

census in .1973 were cancelled, aril there has not been any ;xipulatian census

since then. A draft project req.^.Tt for the next census was prepared

in November 1303 but up to i±;e tme of writing this paper no decision had

been taken regarding plans for ir,s irrplemcsntationo Sierra Leone should have

conducted its census xn the 19T/J round of censuses in 19S4 but due to the

lato start of the census preparatory activities, the census enumeration

dite was postponacl and it is ei^>:icced to bo conducted in December 1985 =

2. It is also worth mentioning that for 19 of the 47 countries which

took part in the 1930 round of censuses, ±'z was thuir first irodem population

census. Tne countries in Uriis cacecory are:: Benin^ Burkina Faso, 35urundip

Carreroonr Central Mrican Republic, Djibouti, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia,

Guinea, Guinea Bissau. Ovory ("oast, >iadagascarf Mali, fteuritania, Niger,

Rwanda? Senegal, G0n.v2.lia and Zaire,

3. Although it is recomnx^nded tha- a census be taken at least once

in every ten years the- interval between the last two censuses in many

African countries was rnoro than 10 years. This is also true of some of

the censuses taken in earlier periods, The problems \.'Iiich. have made it

difficult to adiior^ strictly to decennial census prograrrimes includes

delays in geographic preparationsr political disturbances,- parliamentary/

presidential elections, a-sneral econonac difficuitiesf etc*

4. An operation of thi ira.gnitude of 5 census can hardly be carried

out without some problems. An evaluation of the 19% round of African

censuses is therefore, useful since it would reveal the lessons from the ,,; ■

past and thus assist in the improvement Df data collection programmes *
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2. United Nations Peccnmendations

5e Following the practice for the 1960 and 1970 T^orld Census Programmes,

the United Nations Statistical Ccrrmission adopted a set of recorrinendations

for the 1980 census programme. The reconmendations were developed over a

number of years through consultations between United Nations Headquarters,

the regional commissions and individual countries. Before the recommendations

were finalized, they were discussed by the Expert Group on Global Reconmend-

ations for the 1980 Population and Housing Censuses which met at United

Nations Headquarters from 15-24 January 1978.

6o The global recommendations are divided into three parts s operational
aspects of population and bousjrg censuses? topics and tabulations for

population censuses; and topics and tabulations for housing censuses.

In adopting the recommendations, the United Nations Economic and Social

Council recommended, "inter alia, that Member States undertake to carry out

population and housing censuses "during the period 1975-84 and that they
take into account international reconrnsndations relating to population and
housing censuses."

7. In addition to the global recommendations, there were regional

recaranendations. For the African region, the forking Group which met at

ECA Headquarters, Addis Ababa from 10 to 14 July 1978, provided guidelines

on programming and organization of censuses, budget,, census cartography,

publicity, concepts, definitions and classifications including topics to

be investigated and tabulations to be prepared, enumeration procedures,

census documents, census tests, use- of sampling, recruitment and training

of census personnel, data processing, coverage and content error evaluation,

census data analysisr publication and disserrination of census results.

3, Census Project Requests

8. A number of the countries which conducted their censuses during

the period under consideration initiated the census preparatory

activities with a request for assistance by ECA or United Nations

Headquarters in the preparation of a project request. Such project

documents were usually submitted to UNFPA for financial support.

9O In a few instances? census project docurrents were prepared by the

countries themselves but frequently such documents had to be revised with

the assistance of United Nations regional or inter-regional advisers to

conforn with UNFPA policies and guidelines regarding project requests.

10. Project requests generally took six or more months to process and in

some cases a further six or more months elapsed before the delivery of

the external inputs particularly the fie]ding of international personnel.

This clearly shows that project docurrents need to be prepared in good time

to ensure that census programmes would be iirplemented on schedule!
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A review of the censuses undertaken with UNFPA assistance durina the 1980
round of censuses indicates, that in many cases, not only were project
documents prepared late in relation to the expected date for initiation
of census activities but also there was the tendency for countries to initiate
preparatory activities only when the level of external assistance was known.
In fact in sane cases, the necessary preparations to ensure imnediate
effective use of the external inputs were not made; hence further delays in
the inplementation of project activities occurred even after the t&liverv
of the inputs. ,

11. A related issue was the tendency for some census orqanizers in the
African region to look on census project documents solely as instruments for
requesting funds from external sources „ Thus the use of the project
document also as an implementing guide was often overlooked. ^The
institutional framework, work plan and advance preparations and obligations
indicated in project documents were therefore often ignored with the result
that bottlenecks were experienced at various stages of a number of census
programmes.

12. It has also been observed that in a number of instances ^equate
financial, material andmanpower resources needed for the various phases of
censuses were not made. For instance, provision for publication or other
channel of disseminating the information was left for consideration at a
later date. This was true also of plans and programrres of data evaluation
and analysis. It may be recalled that at a seminar organized by 2CA in 1973
it was stated that "there is a common tendency in seme of the developing
countries that after the first spurt of activities in connection with
census taking there is a marked lag when it comes to processing of data.
Computerisation has not eased the situation. Publication Generally is so
delayed that scmetiines it is not corcpleted even when the next census has
arrived or passed. Attention then shifts to the new data rather than getting
out yfcat was produced earlier with so much efforts of iren and materials."
It seems that there has been only marginal iirproveirent in the situation, if
at all, since that statement was made.

4* Organization and administration of census programmes

13. A population census has been described as the single most extensive
and complex statistical operation. Such an undertaking therefore requires
careful planning. A number of activities have to be carried out at the
planning stage. The initial principal preparatory activities cover the
following: legal basis, institutional framework, census calendar and budget.
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a) Legal basis

14. The legal basis for censuses carried out in the region was either

the general statistics legislation or a specific census law. In some cases,

in addition to the statistics or census law, special presidential order,

proclamation or gazette notice was required. Often the order or notice

had to indicate the census enumeration date as well as the topics to be

investigated. : Thus census preparatory ..activities needed to be initiated

before the order or gazette notice could be published. However, in sane

countries without permanent census organization, it was the census order or

proclamation which would indicate government coimdtment to the census and

thus strengthen the hands of the census organizers in mobilizing the

required resources both in terms of manpower and materials. In at least . ■

one country the census law even indicates the organizational structure

for the census. ■

15. The restrictive provisions of census legislation as well as the delay

in publishing the required census order or proclamation did have, some

adverse effect on implementation of census programmes. It is therefore

suggested that census organizers need to review existing census

legislation and appropriate steps taken timely to make the legislation

flexible with respect to the census organizational structure and the topics

to be investigated. . • .

b) -.Institutional framework

16. In the area of institutional, framework for censuses conducted in the

region during the. period under consideration, there has not been any

significant cliange since the 1970 round of censuses. Seme countries

continued to set up ad hoc organizations for their censuses while

others mobilized the staff of the statistics offices or strengthened the

demographic statistics divisions within the statistics offices with the
secondment of staff from other government agencies for the census activities.

17. High turnover of staff however continued to deplete the stock of

expertise'for census operations in some statistics offices. Some countries
responded to the situation through reliance ors international personnel

provided under technical assistance nrogramnes. In a number of cases the

international personnel had to work without effective national counterparts.

Thus the transfer of expertise to local personnel which should be part of

such technical assistance was not realized. It is suggested that a
more lasting solution to the problem regarding staff turnover should

include a continuing training programme for staff at both professional and
middle levels and ijtprovement in working conditions of staff of statistics

offices.
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18. A review of organizational structure of census offices during

the 1980 round of censuses in the region reveals also that in a number

of countries without permanent census offices, effective division of ■

labour was not maintained in the ad hoc census offices which were set :

up. This was the case ever, in some cases where it had been indicated in

census project documents that the offices would comprise units responsible

for specific activities such as cartography, statistical planning, field

organization, publicity, data processing and administrative support

including logistics„ In sane cases, even though some attempts were made

to set up the various units, the staff assigned for census duties

expecially in the area of administrative support services were not

released early enough on full-time basis. In other cases, the head of the
statistical office retained. responsibility for the co-ordination of census

activities, and thus the "day-to-day administration of the census office in
addition to his normal duties. Such situations resulted in certain cases

in bottlenecks in the implementation of census programmes and delays in
completion of some census preparatory activities.

19. there was also the tendency in sane countries for the census to

be considered as the exclusive responsibility of the statistics office and
thus other government agencies visre reluctant to release staff on

secondment for census duties or provide some facilities such as loan

of vehicles. In a few cases, the statistics office itself was not keen in
obtaining staff on secondment from other agencies even though it did not

have staff with all the expertise required for the various census
operations.

20. It is suggested that with the relatively short history of censuses
in the region, at least during the post-independence period, and the

limited experience in censuses as well as lindted facilities, censuses

should bo considered as national exercises requiring the collaboration of

other government agencies- Such collaboration should not affect the

leading role of the statistics or census office in the census programme since
the final responsibility for the plannincr and execution of the census should
rest with that office.

c) Census calendar- and budget

21. Another activity which needs to be carried out at the early stages
of census planning is the preparation of the census calendar or
time-table. Such initial calendars were qenerally prepared for the
censuses carried out during the 1980 round of African censuses. In

the case of censuses canducixxl with exteimal financial assistance the

initial calendars were included in the project requests.
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22. The initial census time-table, however, needs to be updated and
made more detailed as the census programme progresses and more information
becomes available. In general, only partial effort, if at all, was made
to prepare detailed time-tables which would have served as a guide for
measuring progress and controlling the numerous census operations. Thus,
in a number of instances, census enumeration dates had to be postponed
several tiines, while in others, crash programmes had to be instituted with
the result that alirost all activities of the statistical office were
interrupted.

23. It must be emphasized that, since a census need to be considered
not as an isolated exercise but rather as part of a continuing nrogratme
of data collection which includes other statistical enquiries, *
the non-adherence to a census time-table tends to disrupt other
statistical programmes „ If due consideration is not given to the full
inplications of a late revision in the census time-table on other
statistical activities then bottlenecks would occur and the entire
statistical services would become unduly burdened.

24. The. preparation of the census budget also needs early attention in
census planning. It is closely related to the census calendar since
there need to be a financial estimate of the cost of each census operation
Information on census costs from a previous census provides an iinoortant
basis for the preparation of the census budget. However, such information
was not readily available in most of the African countries which
conducted censuses during the period under consideration.

?; *. u^ *eUting to the timely release of funds after the census
budget had been approved also had adverse effects on the implementation of
census programmes. Some of the problems were due to inflexible financial
regulations and the tendency for ministries responsible for finance to
treat the census as routine administrative activity. Census organizers in
a number of countries, however, found a way out of such situations by
obtaining permission to open special census accounts with the national
bank and the census budgetary allocations paid into it.

26. Other budgetary problems were due to the economic difficulties
an many African countries during the period of the 1980 round of censuses.
Unlike the situation during the 1970 round of censuses, it was difficult
to obtain external assistance for payment of local costs during the 1980
round. The poor economic situation, however, made it difficult for many
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27. It needs, however, to be emphasized that the indications seem to be

that external assistance for censuses would continue to be on

diminishing levels; hence African countries should depend more on their

own resources for the implementation of census programmes. It is

therefore essential that census programmes should be accorded appropriate

recognition in government development programmes.

5. Census publicity and education programmes

28. Publicity now s&aas to have been recognized as:, essential for the

success of a census, thus publicity campaigns were included in the

preparatory activities of censuses conducted in the African region

during the 1980 round. The intensity and timing of publicity .programmes,

however, varied arong countries. Some publicity campaigns were started

only a couple of months to the census enumeration while others could

cover only parts of a country mainly urban areas.

29. The available mass media such as radio, television, roobile cinema

vans, posters and the press were used in census publicity campaigns.

Some countries used, in addition to the above mass madia, traditional

authorities, local headmen and public meetings to good effect in the rural

areas. Committees were also set up at national and sub-national levels in

some countries to plan the strategies for the census publicity.

30. The educational aspect of census publicity programme which should

explain census concepts, reasons for various questions on the census

questionnaire and also provide guidance on how questions should be

answered, however, did not receive adequate attention. A typical

exanple was in connection, with the concept of 'census night' or 'census

day1. In a number of countries, the oublicity cairrpaign failed to educate

the public on the distinction between" the 'period of enumeration1 and the

"census reference night or day". Thus the public expected enumeration to

be completed in one day and many people remained at home expecting enumerators

to call on them. This caused some confusion and special announcements

had to be made hurriedly to save the situation.

31. It was also indicated in a number of census project documents that

school lesson notes would be prepared and used in schools so that school

children could be used to spread the census message. This strategy did

not seem to have been irrsolemented in a satisfactory manner. In some

countries, the lesson notes were not prepared and in others, the notes

were ready for use just when the schools were breaking for vacation so

their effect was very minimal, if at all. In at least one country,

though the notes were prepared in good tiitie, the distribution was not

adequately supervised so a good number of them only ended at local

education offices.
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32. An aspect of census publicity programme v;hich also did not receive
adequate' attention in some countries is its co-ordination with other
census pre-enumeration activities. Attention was usually focused on the

census enumeration without rruch regard given to other preparatory

field activities such as cartographic field work and census tests. Soire
pre-enuneration field activities therefore ran into difficulties since
publicity had not preceded them.

33.. It must, however,, be .mentioned that since in many cases Lhe census
was the second or third in the post-independence period there was general
co-operation from the public. In a nurober of countries, the problem

which census organizers faced was rather how to obtain effective co
operation and collaboration of other government acencies. The need for
specialized campaigns aiired at central authorities and regional and

district officials in a census publicity programme therefore cannot be
overemphasized.

6. Census cartography

34. Cn the whole, mirh effort was put into census cartographic preparations
m many countries during the 1980 round of censuses. In'sorre countries,

advantage was taken of the cartographic field work to prepare a gazetteer
of localities. In other countries the potential of census cartographic
work was not fully exploited, In such countries, post-enur;.eration "
cartographic work including preparation of publication naps arid presentation
of census data with naps were ignored.

35 „ Despite the efforts irade to prepare maps to assist in controlling
census enumeration, a number of problem and weaknesses in census

cartographic programmes were evident. .'Same of the problems were in

connection with the following; : preparation of cartographic work plan,
training prograirmes for cartographic staff, production of Enumeration Area
(EA) and Supervision Area (SA) maps,, availability of suitable base
naps, adequate map storage and inter-censal mapping capability.

36. One of the major weaknesses in census cartography during the 1960
round of censuses in many African countries was the relatively poor
preparation of work plan for cartographic activitieso It is essential
that in the preparation of a cartographic work plan, due consideration is
given to the need for personnel v/ith proper skills in mapping, the equipment
and supplies required for the various phases of the cartographic vcork
and the costing 6f the entire programme. The work plan should also
include the early determination of administrative and statistical areas
for which census data will be reported and the coding scheme which
will ensur unique identification of each area. An examination of census
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cartographic programmes of many countries which conducted censuses during

the 1930 round, however, shows that plans of cartographic activities were

not adequately prepared o Often the objectives of the cartographic vx>rk

were ill-defined,, or even when they vjere clearly stated; thi plans which
would ensure the realisation of the objectives were hardly iisoleinented
as envisagedo

37„ Some of the problems nay also be attributed to cartographic training
programmes which in many cases proved ineffectiveo In general, office

cartographic staff received on-the-job training under an international

resident expert/ECA regional adviser or at the local survey department's '
office or training school. Also, senior staff expected to be involved in
census cartographic work were sometiires sent abroad for training.

Inadequacies in some overseas training prograrrmes, hov^ever, resulted in
the application of suspect procedures and relatively poor rranagerent of
census cartographic operations 8 The problem nay be attributable to the

type of emphasis given in the training prograim-es. Indeed, indications

were that equitable balance between geography and demographic aspects on
the one hand and surveying cartography on the other seems to have been
seldom achieved in sore of the training programmes, For exaqple, courses
in pure cartography at survey department training schools do not
usually cover issues of census taking, and conversely, courses in census
geography tend to concentrate on geographic aspects (such as coding)
without adequate attention to nap production.."' Census cartography, however,
needs to be considered as a hybrid subject;- thus it is necessary that the
cartographic staff should receive instructions in both cartography and census
geography in order to gain all-round coinprehension.

38. In the cace of cartographic fitId staff, inadequate preparations
for their training and rushed training programmes did contribute to
incorrect plotting of localities, poor delineation of E^ boundaries, failure
to complete cartographic field work and confusion over some definitions
such as household, dwelling unit, compound, etc. The need to spend rore
time on field exarci.se:, c^riiKj truiiuno and to r.-afce greater efforts in
preparing instruction manuals.and field forms cannot be over-enphasized
It was observed that .in the cases \<heze n-airly verbal instruction were
given to cartographic field staff much confusion resulted later on.

33. Another weakness in census cartographic prograrcres of some African
countries during the period under review is related to the supplv of nans
to census enumeration field staff, in a number of countries, though "
great efforts v.^ere made to delineate EAs and produce the necessary
maps, copies of EA maps were not given to enumerators „ Distribution
of the census rraps xvas limited to supervisors and district census officers
though it was recognized that Eh raps help to ensure good covera-e
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A variety of reasons uer.3 -ivon for the -xiiuctiai. These include. "
insufficient tune, shortage of printing paner and other -rintin- materials
electricity breakdown, etc. In one country, where- an anci r,t wa- -ad^ to '
get around sane of the problems, enumerators vjere given duplicate cooi-s
of original tracings made at the time of tos fieldVa^ir-7 -i-te?d of "
printed paper oor.ies or 1A maps. 'Ira .straLeoy orove---' adequate under"
the prevailing circumstances but, generally, it cannot b* rsccn^nded
since errors could be introduced durin^ th« h;;u;d----rv'inc- orocc^3t

40 Non-availability of suitable and up-to-date base naps also continued
to be one of the major problems in census -anoinq in the African reason
during the period. The availability of country-wide coverage of n^aps
of less than ten years old and at scales suitable for rural'and urban
use (e.g. 1::>0,000 and 1.5,000) would have rrad^ it oossible for even^
cartographic units v/ith the most limited resources to produce reasonablv
adequate naps for census enuireration. In the circumstances the -ver "
increasing costs of air-photography, ground control and field •-w'letion

n^^^a^^ff:LCUitief in.irainta^1^ eq-aipment, obtaining cheroicals and
printing plates and retaining qualified and experienced staff in qov-mr.ent
service all contributed to the slow output of new base mapso ^v~mr'~nt

41. other related problems are to failure of statistical/census office-
to provide aaeauate facilities for naP storace and to estabSh Inter"
censal mapping progranne. Very often maps are not safely preserved from
S2 ?SnUS to,an2ther- Ir oetter storage l>ad bean arranged. maps from
tne 19/0 round of censuses could have been rrore estensiwlv' used in th

had be

the ro

the 1980 round nad to begin from scratch and this undo
^l^to cx^lete census cartographic preparations s

42' 9e??raf*ic Preparation is an important element in any data collection
especially population censuses. in a .Virge nurofc3r o J^ ^tGCtlOn
uirortant aspect vas not: i ^

HS£1€Si
surveys was vitiated and could not be used because of

delineation of enumeration areas. e ot i

7- l^abulation and publication pro

stages of census ptodng. The objectives need to te ex.ress'JIn S fom
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of a tabulation proararrme and their formats and it is advisable that

consultations are held with major data users before they are finalized.

It is also essential that both the preparation of the programme of basic

census analysis and the tabulation programme should precede the design of the .

census questionnaire. Alternatively, all three documents iray be considered

jointly.

44. Seine countries which conducted censuses during the period followed

the sequence indicated above while others delayed the preparation of the

tabulation prograrr^a till after census enumeration when manual processing

was already in progress„ In the latter cases, it was at times realized that

certain tabulations which were required could not be produced either because the

topics involved were not investigated in the census or the coding system did

not permit the preparation of the required tabulations,

45. In alinost ail the censuses carried out during trie period,, the census

organizers i.iade sortie effort to ascertain the needs of data users before the

final version of the tabulation progratnroe was prepared. The efforts made by

census organisers to hold consultations with data users, however, received

mixed response, V^hile some data users gave serious consideration to the draft

tabulation progra~nrne and the proposed census topics, others only gave half-hearted

reaction and their participation in any follow-up conference vas at a low level.

There is therefore considerable room for improvement in the dialogue between

census organizers and data users at the early stages of census planning before
the tabulation progranme is finalised.

46. It is encouraging to note that in many cases there was collaboration

between the subject-natter specialists and the electronic data processing

personnel in the preparation of the census tabulation prograrams, at least

its final version. Unfortunately, despite such collaboration, there ware
still delays in the completion of the design and testing of data processing

plans which also delayed the preparation of census tabulation in a number of

countries, Tne delay in finalizing the tabulation programme and in preparing

editing s_^cifications ware sorae of the reasons. Other reasons were"the
late installation of processing equipment and lack of experienced data
processing personnel6

47. There was also the tendency for sorre census organizers to prepare a
long list of tabulations without any indication of the order of priority and
at times without reference to the immediate basic analysis expected to be
carried out by the census office.

48. In addition to the tabulation programme, most countries prepared ,
a publication programs. The publications proposed were generally similar
to those published during the 1970 round of censuses. Ihey includes a

number of volumes of statistical tables on derragraphic, social and economic
characteristics as veil as household characteristics; and analytical and
administrative reports. Sor.e countries included the analytical and

adrrdnistrative reports in one voluire while others published the administrative
report as a separate volume. It has been recorrmended that there should also
be a publication on the highlights of the census results for the general
reader and decision-inaker.
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49. It may be recalled that in 1973 at the ECA Seminar on techniques

for evaluation of basic demographic data, it was stressed that the census
publication prograrane should include analytical reports and monographs.
Only a few countries have attempted to carry out the suggestion. Further,
some of the census reports have been very technical and thus of limited

value for the planner and decision-maker. Perhaps census data application
may be maximized if census organizers prepare two types of reports which

will serve the needs of statisticians and dencgraphers on the one hand and
planners, administrators and decision-makers on the other. In addition,
census organizers should prepare an administrative report which should give

detailed account of the census activities including the problems faced,"how they
were tackled and lessons learnt as well as the details of census costs.

8. Tbpics investigated

50. Generally, the United Nations global and African regional recoirrrendations
as welx as topics investigated during the 1970 round of censuses provided
the basis for the selection of topics for investigation in African censuses
during the 1980 round.

51. The first draft list of topics was in irany cases sent to major data
users for their comments. In sortie countries the list of topics was
also discussed by a technical advisory committee set up to advise census
organizers on technical issues relating to the census. £he consnents of data
users and advisory ccrtmittees were taken into consideration in the pre
paration of a revised list of topics for field testing.

52. ihe following table shows the topics which were covered during the
1980 round"of censuses in Africa and the number of countries which
investigated those topics%

Census topics
Nb. of

countries
Census topics

No. of

countries

Geographic and migration

characteristics

Place at time of census 36

Usual residence 35

Place of birth 43

Previous residence 14

Residence at past specified date 18

Duration of residence/year of

immigration 23
Place of origin 3

Place of work 4

Residence status (Present/Absent) 23

Economic Characteristic:

Activity status/Sconomic

activity 38

Occupation 42

Industry 36

Status in employment .37

Sector of employment/

Type of establishment 8

Secondary occupation 6
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Census topics

Demographic and social
charcteristics

Sex

Relationship

Citizenship/Mationalitv
Ethnicity/Tribe
Literacy-

Language

School attendance
Educational attainment
Educational qualification
Religion

Marital status

Form of marriage

Age at marriage/duration of
marriage

Number of spouses

Children ever born alive
Children living/dead
Births past year/date of ]ast

birth

Survival status of last birth/nast
year births

Survival of parents
Survival of spouse

Deaths in household past year
Physical status/disabilitv
Transportation

Mb. of

countries Census topics

Housing conditions

No. of

countries

47

■47

47

42

21

25

13

37

44

16

13

42

1

9

4

23

29

30

21

9

1/

Ho. of houses/buildings 6
Type of housing unit/

living quarters 17
Quality of housing/

condition of dwelling 3
Construction material

of wall 24

Construction material
of roof 25

Construction material
of floor 13

Age of building g

Number of rooms -20 ■
■^enure/type of

occupancy 22

I'Sater supply ' 26

Toilet facilities 21
Tathing facilities 5
Cooking facilities/

Kitchen ^q
Source of fuel 3

Source/Types of
iightincr

21

Ccrrinunity level

variables

conducted a census durina t'^
Some of the countries, however
questionnaire just for identil
processed further to proiu^e
and structure.

dU Ule 47 co^tries which
+.Eex' aSe ^-d relationshio.

tationahop' on the census *

f5^*6 ******** was not
ing to household composition

^S^rL^r'S
^investigated in the census^
countries uhicn took cart in tl« l^o ^n^ »
topics other than sex, age and relations^
least 75 per cent of the countries are '

ensuses

Cent °f
' the TOSt

those

topics

by at
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Place at tins of census

Place of usual residence

Place of birth,

Citizenship/nationality
School attendance

Educational attainment
Marital Stexur,

Activity status/economic activity
Occupation

Industry, and

Status in employment

55. The leapt favoured of the reoornmended topics ares Dlace of
work and survival of parents wh,ch were investigated by only four and
nine countrxes respectively.

r^™ 4. The c*uestions on housing conditions which were investigated

ESS"5^™^^db
2 "2=

bv 20 or

jTr.umeratioii orocedures

population was beir-r

were ;

£ i
at the data orccess^stag,,

f- the

l&' ^'■-- detailed questions

mde

58. The methal or enumeration also was not the same in all the*
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59 In at least one country —riauriciu:.-;— Mjsscionnair-: v;cro
distributed to households a few days before census nieht, and heads
of households were required to conplete all questionnaire items pxccot
those on economic characteristics. Collection of the questionnaires''
started on the day following census night. Eefore collectina the
completed questionnaires, enumerators chadted the o:':i:ri--3s or/tho sr;Ot and
compxeLtxl tne questionnaire columns on economic characteristics, in one
other country —Mozambique— a combination of the croup assembly jnethod
and house-to-house carr*J3s:\ng was used in c?iu ^.^x-racion of -die nonulatiaii.
The group assembly method way used in areas of dispersed settler.ients while
house-to-house canvassing ms confined to areas of high density.

60. Duration of census enumeration generally ranged fron 5 to 14 da^s
and in most cases actual enumeration started on the clay following tho "
reference night except the institutional population which"was enumerated
either a couple of days before the reference night or on th* *»ve of th«
reference night and then updated the day following the reference niqht There
were, however a few deviations from this general pattern.

61. In at least one country —Swaziland— preliminary enumeration of
the entire population was carried out durincr the ten days preceding census niqht
and a final enumeration lasting four days carried out after census nicht to
check whether respondents spent census night in the homesteads concerened and any
necessary aneridrrsGnts were then made.

62 \* 'fn^ ?rocedure of advance enumeration is used as a strategy which
would allow sufficient time for enumeration and yet would ensure "
simultaneous enumeration since extended enumeration nericd a^ter census
reference night/day would than be avoided. The procedure, however
is often not practicable and may rather 1-ad to confusion which, may
adversely affect -;±c .jualiry of the census data.

53V.u ^ iS therefore desirable- that advance enumeration be restricted to
institutionax population; and it should be carried out just a day or two
before census night and the infanaation updated ira-ediateiv after rensuc
reference nic^t Slice J:^titu:ions ^nerall,, l^o records of inmates, '
advance enumeration iray be less difficult to manage than in the case of
private households. Further, institutional -xri^tim constitute a s^all
proportion pt the total ^pulation? and also it needs to be borne in "
nand chat it would be irore difficult for enumerators to relate the census
items to the reference, point when enumeration is carried out sewral days
before the census reference point in tiine.

10- Quality control of enumeration

64O The control of the quality of the work done at the snuneration phase
of a census progranme cannot be over-Gnphasized. This i^ because the

S^lt:LOf ^ieldJ?OLk ith t t
nphasized. This i^ because the

S^lt:LOf ^ieldJ?OLk with aspect to coverage and the collection of the
required information concerning respondents determines the basic accuracy
of the census data- ^--^

65. 'Hie major elements involved in the control of the quality of
enumeration include the selection and trainina of field staf* suoc;rvision
and control of performance of both supervisors and ^ur^rators. ^ '
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66. A review of the enumeration procedures or a,number of the African

censuses conducted during the 1900 round indicates that generally the

quality control of the enumeration pha.se &±-l not se,em to tiave r^c^:ved

adequate attention though the ratio..of supervisor to enumerators of about

Is5 was a marked improvement over the situtirjar c^urinc the 197° rcvn'-l in

come countries wlien the racio was around i;10.

67O Many countries rc.ianisec'. training --;:,gJjj]- rargi^c- Ir^rati /J-iv *3ays
to two weeks for the supervisors and enumerators. In soroa countries the

training consisted of lectures, class and home exercisesu demonstration
interviews and field exercises. In other countries where tha traininq

lasted only a few days, the training consisted mainly of lectures and
demonstration interviews. In at least one country, which may be classified

in the latter group, the census organizers gave copies of the hiiumerator's

Handbook and the census questionnaire to selected geography teachers of
secondary schools and then gave them a day's training! Senior students
of secondary schools were-then taught by the teachers as part of their

geography lessons. Finally census enumerators were selected from che

students... Field exercises did not form part of the training of the teachersp

hence that strategy for the training of enumerators did not prove
satisfactory.

68. Further, with a few exceptions, the enumeration procedures of the
African censuses conducted during the period did not include any formal

system of quality control of enumerators' vjork while enumeration was in

progress. Supervisors' were mostly given general instructions that they

should check the work of enumerators to ensure good coverage and accuracv
of completed questionnaires.

69. It is suggested thL.ct. i4i addition to enSvurino adequate craiainc

of the field staff, it will he desirable to introduce a rrore formal system
of quality control of enumeration in African census programmes. This shoula
involve the preparation appropriate reporting forms or workbooks for

completion by supervisors during the enumeration period. For the control

of cc*eraq*?r supervisor's vot.y re required -jc:. lict inc3ep:.ndc-nv:lv ■ a sample

of houses or housing units in each enur^ration area and later to check

whether enumerators have covered those housat: o.- hcu3.!:*r- vnits, I-;.

addition, supervisors niay recoi'd tha names of persons in each of t;ie

houses they have listed and compare with the ouestioiinaires for those
houses completed, by enumerators. There is also the need for cersus organizers

to prepare for the supervisory staff in the field a fonral S'/stom for

checkincr the questionnaires completed by enumerators? cuid de'.:ji±te standards
for acceptance or rejection established. Such procedures would ■provide

rational ineans for controlling the field operation to enable the"
necessary remedial measures to be taken while enuiteration is still in

progress. The principles of industrial -juality control do-all also be

adapted to the field of the control of enumeration, ■

11. Census coverage evaluation

70o It is now accepted that a national population census cannot:, be error-

free. It has therefore been recoimr.an'ied that a census nre-rramne should

include the evaluation of the completeness and accuracy of th2 census results.
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71. Ttie ^forking Group on Iteconrendations for the 198Q Population and
Housing Censuses in Africa urged that "a post-enunneration survey (PFS)
iior coverage evaluation should be planned/ organised and executed as an
integral part of a population census and that content errors be
evaluated by other methods such as deroographic analysis"„

72. Despite the above recommendation, only 11 out of the 47 countries
which conducted censuses during that period are known to have carried out
coverage evaluation surveys as part of their census programres. These
are; Algeria, Eotswana, Burkina Faso, Cam-roon, Ghana/ Guinea-Bissau,
Ivory Coast, :Kenyaf Liberia, Senecal and Zambia.

73. ihe lack of enthusiasm to the use of a PES to evaluate census
coverage and perhaps the non-recognition of the iir^ortance of a PFS for
arriving at the degree of confidence one nay have in the census results
in the African region may be due partly to the unsatisfactory experience
?;;" f Af^can countries which conducted such surveys during the
1970 round of.census.arid partly to the extra expense involved.

74. it has been reported that the reasons for the failure of th~ PES
programmes during the 1970 round include the followings

(a) unrecognizable boundaries of the sample areas and general
weakness in the geographic preparation^

(b) a person often being known by different naires; and the same
nane bajng used by a large number of persons in an area; and

(c).,, general fatigue and apathy of enumerators, surervisors and
, others.including the respondents. *

75.

to

boundaries,^ ^ci^^ ux^Ho 'me axrticulty regarding names of tx
parr of .Hatching probler^ and its effect could'lie minimized with
careful planning, and testina,

76. xt must also be pointed out that rrost of the coveracso evaluation
surveys carried out during the 1970 round of censuses fojio^d the
classic PES procedure in -which enphasis was placed on a hic^i ouaiitv
survey which ^as expected to be nare- collate than t)x census so tl4" "
it coula rorm tne .oasis for the measurement of the error in the census
Lowever, as deronstrated by the.African experience, the results of ' "
that procedure did not produce appreciable.. results to justifv the '
effort and highest involved ix, carrying oat those surveys'"
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77. There has therefore been a re-examination of the early PES

procedure and this has led to a variant of the method based on dual system

of estimation. Thus emphasis is placed on the independence between the

census and the survey rather than on attempts to achieve complete

coverage in the PES. This procedure was used to estiinate the coverage

error in the 1974 population census of Liberia; and it was reported

that the result was satisfactory and was again used in their evaluation

of the 1984 census. Other countries which have used the procedure are

Botswana (1981) and Ghana (1984). It is too early yet to indicate that

the dual record approach would yield more reliable results. It nay be

recalled that Ghana (1970) and ivory Coast (1975) used that approach but
did not obtain satisfactory results.

12. Data processing , ,■

78. Generally, the data processing phase of African population censuses

during the period under consideration* involved both manual and machine

processing operations.

79. The manual processing connrised limited editing, coding and

verification of coding. The manual editing was either dons as a separate

operation or during the coding. In sane countries, coding was done

mainly by enumerators during enumeration through the use of questionnaires

with pre-coded items. In such cases the ncnual■ processing performed
in the office was very limited. The effect of such practice on the

quality of census data needs to be studied. It is, however, suggested

that it may be more desirable for enumerators to record both the

verbal responses and the codes rather than the codes alone to enable
adequate verification after enumeration.

80. In the countries where coding was done wholly in the office, the

general practice was for the codes to be written on the questionnaire.

In at least one country, however, even though the initial coding was done

on the questionnaires, it was decided to transcribe the codes on to

coding sheets before the keying operation. It was feared that, since

the alignment of the rows on the questionnaire was not done well by

the printer, there might be considerable errors if the codes were keyed

directly from the questionnaires. The transcription unduly prolonged

the manual processing of the census data.

81. One major problem, in the manual processing phase of the census

programmes was inadequate record keeping of the performance of coders

and verifiers. Thus there was the general tendency to verify coding on

100 per cent basis and there was very minimal feedback, if any, from

verification teams to coding teams since record of types of coding

errors being made were not kept.

82. The need for record keeping to monitor the production rates and

control quality of work of the various processing personnel cannot be

over-emphasized = Such records also provide valuable information for

planning future operations.
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33 „ Machine processing continued to be one of the serious bottlenecks

in census prograrrraes. There v;as, however, same improvement in the timely

collaboration between data processing personnel and subject-matter

specialists in the desion of census questionnaires and the

preparation of tabulation programmes in some countries. In other countries

such contacts were made at a rather late stage of census planning,

resulting in problems in analysis of data.

84. The need for trie design and testing of machine processing plans"
including computer programmes during the. census preparatory activities

phase was generally recognized and the necessary provision made in census

time-tables. It was often expected that the pilot test would also be

used to finalize the machine processing'plans but in many cases the

expectations were not realized due to a combination of personnel and

hardware limitations u In sorce instances the problem was mainly due to
the lack of experienced data processing staff and the late arrival of the

international resident advisers, in other instances there were
considerable delays in the sits preparations and installation of the
data processing equipment-

85. The- result was that in a number of countries there was an
interruption of flow of work from manual processing operations to keying

and preparation of tabulations. This in turn caused delays in the
publication of census results,,

06. A persistent observation has been the inordinate delay in - the
processing of data. The lack of coirputer facilities attached to the

statistical offices whereby they have to depend upon other agencies

whose needs are to be met first before the census data processing is
taken up has resulted in delays in the production of tables thus

delaying the other processes like evaluation, analysis,, interpretation,
dissemination ana utilization of the data. This is an urgent*matter
requiring attention oy all concerned and unless remedied, may entail

undue delays and consequent loss of value of the information collected.
Mini and micro computers or other aids may relieve the situation and
every effort must be rnade to rectify the situation with the urgency it
deserves.

37„ In sowe countries the delays in lata processing were .due in part
to the fact that data validation was done manually,. It is therefore*
suggested that the computer together with efficient statistical software
packages which are now available should be used in data editing in order
to carplete the processina of census data -eiinely and also ensure
more accurate data.

88. It must be stressed, however, that in ordor to derive maximum
benefit from the use of the computer for data validation, there is the need
for effective co-operation betvjeen subject Patter specialists and data
processing staff in the envelopment of th? <^itsv:ecifications and
procedure.
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89 o Other data processing problems during the period under review were
related to environmental conditions, mainly the fluctuations in the voltage
of electricity supply and frequent power cuts. Such problems may be
alleviated through the installation of power generators as stand-by
and Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems.

13. Use of sampling in censuses

90 „ It is generally recognized that sailing plays an iirraortant role
in a census programme. The various phases of census operations in
which sampling has been used to good advantage include census tests,
enumeration, quality control, data processing and evaluation programmes.

91. In the African censuses conducted during the period under :
consideration sampling has been used particularly in testing census
questionnaires and-enumeration procedures, tjhile some countries used
random sample design for such tests others used purposive sampling. It
must be pointed out that if the objective of a census test is not"
to derive any quantitative measures then there is no need for probability
sampling. Indeed it is often desirable to use purposive sampling in

some census tests since the procedure involves the" selection of enough cases
of various kinds based on the available information or local knowledge.

92. in a number of censuses conducted during the period thouah
probability sampling was designed at sorre expense for the pilot censuses
the questionnaires were not fully processed to irake any statistical
inferences. Oily general impressions were obtained through visual inspection
of the completed questionnaires.

93. The grot-Ting need to cover as many topics as possible in censuses
also rrade a number of countries to use sairpling to investigate some
census topics. This was done generally through the built-in sample
procedure in which a long questionnaire was used to cover a sanr>le of the
population while a short questionnaire was used on hundred per cent
basis. The countries which used this procedure includes Liberia, "sudan,
Tanzania and Zambia, Generally the design involved a single-stage

cluster sampling with census E.As as sampling units. In at least one
country, Lesotho, however the long questionnaire was administered to
every tenth households

94. Some of the countries which used EAs as sampling units in a
single-stage area sampling approach attempted to decrease the average
size of their census EAs which for the 1970 round wan about 1000 persons
to about 500. persons during their cartographic preparations. It was the
intention to mate EAs more efficient for samoling purposes. Time and
cost constraints, however, corbined to frustrate"such efforts. It

would be desirable if those attempts were resinned in any subsequent post-
enumeration cartographic work.
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As a natter of fact, the latest definition of a census given by the UN is,

"A census of population is the total process of collection, compiling,
evaluating, analysing and publishing or otherwise disseminating"demographic,
economic and social data pertaining at a specified time to all"persons in
a country or in a well delimited part of a country" (UN, 1930).

Contrasting this definition with the earliest one given also by the UN,

"A census of population may be defined as the total process of collecting,
compiling and publishing demographic, economic and social data pertaining
at specified time or times to all persons in a country or delimited
territory" (UN, 1964), it is clear that the focus of a census has

perceptibly changed from mere collection, compilation and publication to
the further steps of evaluation, analysis and dissemination of the results.

101. The quality of data, the types and varieties of analyses which
can be carried out and the uses to which they can be put depend to a

very large extent on the preparations and precautions which went into
the data collection, its compilation and publication. Hence in the
evaluation of the situation in respect of analysis of the data collected
by the countries in the region during the period under consideration,
we should keep in mind the pre-erwmeration", the enumeration and post-
enumeration activities.

102. Evaluation and analysis of the data collected and interpretation
of the results in a manner which can be readily utilized by planners,

policy makers and prograirrre iitrplementers is an important stage in the

census. In order to achieve best results, it is advantageous to associate
the analysts from the very early stages of planning a census.
Consultations with users should be done by the data producer in con
junction with the analysts so t:vat the three aspects —data production,
data analysis and data utilisation— are co-ordinated „

103. Since evaluation and analysis \*ere nob specifically spelt out in
a few of the census programmes, financial and other constraints iirpeded the
progress. It is advisable that not only the analysis, bur the publication
and dissemination of results should be envisaged at the preparatory
stages of a census.

UN, Principles and recommendations for population and housina censuses
Series M No. 67, New York, 1930.

UN, Principles and recoonendations for national population censuses
Series n No. 27, New York, 1964.
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104. Cince a large nurfiber of countries had their firtt census

experience during this period, and trained manpower is in short supply,

international expertise had to be utilised to assist countries in carrying

out evaluation and analysis of the data, HVjr, trough it is useful to

have some expertise from outside, it is necessary to stress that local '

personnel stould benefit from this technical co-o;~oratior. assistance»

However, it has been observed tjkst the oxpercs be..AQ hcxd pressed for

time did not devote as much time as required to train their counterparts

so much so that when the experts left the vacuum rore or less regained*

Every effort should be made to involve local personnel fully in the

analysis and interpretation of the data. This will not only ensure their

training, it would also benefit the analysis because the !uiowledge of the
local personnel on local conditions would be better and the analysis
would be more meaningful,, local personnel should be fully associated

in the exercise and get on-the-job training 30-that a cadre of personnel
could be built up and dependence on long term external assistance reduced
if not eliminated. Middle level and higher level on-the-job training of
personnel for short periods of up to C weeks should Jbe organized to expose

local personnel to the techniques and methods. The experiences of

Tanzania, Zinfoabwe, Zambia and Mauritius are available for othar countries
to emulate. Utilisation of training facilities in £ccra and Yaounde

should also go a long way in meeting some of the needs of the region.

Associating middle level personnel in the analysis exercise as attempted

by some countries is laudable and worth emulation by all in their 1990
round.

15= Dissemination of information

105. The usual practice of census offices in the past has been to

publish the data and perhaps the evaluation, analysis" and nethodolony
reports. Some prepared an administration report. It has been noticed

that the impact of the infornaticn on the eventual users is not as much

as needed by the mere publication of results and it has been suggested
that -Lhere should be a seminar or group of seminars not only to

disseminate the findings and their inplications but also to involve the

users in the uses of the -lata and further production of d*ta in future.

106. As mentioned earlier, the need for preparation of ti,o types of
analytical reports —a technical and a practical one™ to ueet the
diverse data users has been brought out by the experience of the: 1900

round of censuses. Planners, policy makers and acminisGators will
l^enefit more from the interpretation of results, their implications
and suggestions for action. .
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107. A few months after publication of census results it would be
desirable to organize a national cr- in ces~ of ]arr« ~-,r-rtr^-
regional seminars involving planners, policy irafcera"an^adroi^strators
It data on socio-economic characteristics have b^n --llysed and "

iy j
^j p£j:ed, che -Jivolveivent of

sectoral ministries in such seminars would be mutually beneficial.
National seminars havs bocn ^elc1. in ivory CJ-:t". r::r^c^ Su^ar o^r
and a series of regional seminars are being held in Tanzania? Such1"' ''
seminars should be held in all countries utilizing dats from their
latest-census and surveys. International assistance --both financial ''''■
and technical— n:ay be'extended in organizing the seminars. ' ." "

108. ■- The needs for introspection ana stork taking is as irrxartant in
a census as m any operation involving huge investments of men and materials

Discussion of the lessons learnt and how to inweave"future efforts should
be held so tnat not only tho pedicular country but others could benefit
from tha esqperiences B

109. Population projections not only r.t the national level but a^so at
suo-national and sectoral levels should bo prepared and the implications
and policies needed -co talcs care of che unfolding situations. In addition
to preparing the usual three variants —viz, tlie Mqh. iwjclium and low— '""
there is neea for preparation of speculative projections with varyin.a 'fer
tility, mortality, migration estimates to show the T^lann-rs the implications
of various demographic options.

110. _ Integration of population variables in plannincr is considered an.
essential purpose of data analysis anf tl^.e deo>jrarfer/a .a3 vst must
associate himself with t1^ ^irr^-r^ --c — ■ '-> -■ ■■■'■—n- -' U^ -p^n ,,4.n-- *.-

r; -. , , " -: ■"" ■ ■-' -kb--i-j —- —---"—Jiy -i-j. cii.£ tail utilisation

of results. Dialog^ae betwseii the dei^crrapher aiid ulamier is as essential
as that, between demographer and statistician in the fir^t too stages
™oata collection and analysis, 'Ihe tlixee specialists — statistician,
deirographer and plaaner— should reinforce each oth-r in ord^r to reao the
maximum benefit fron ^ --■■f ■"- o--.^-c--;-,v r, -}..-,..■ .,.,.,. ._-,. ^F n

m o

as the vital link betvresn the data producer and the data user cannot
be over-emphasized„

16. Conclusions

111. Considering i:he tact that for Moat-of tte 47 counted which
took a census during 197d~8. it was their first census experience and
even for most of the others it was only the second ca-sus"aft*=r national'
^dependence the types and varieties of data collected v;as iroressive '
ae review or the censuses conducred during the period has broucht into
focus sane of the experiences and lessons which would -rove useful for
future censuses and other data collection proorainres, "ite foUnri^ taro
sugary recomrendations whicii -ray assist li tiling full "^
past lessons.
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<i) The various activities and aspects of a census should be

given''adequate consideration and tiine-tables and budgets

prepared in advance and adhered to.

(ii) Data users should be involved in the discussion of the

questionnaires, tabulation plans and plan of analysis

to ensure full utility and "relevance of data collected.

(iii) Plans for evaluation and analyses of the data should be

formulated from the very first staoas of preparations

for a census,

(iv) It is advisable to have the analysts and data processing

experts associated at the earliest stages of.data collection

so that the data collected could be used for the types of
analyses needed-

(v) Data processing has -been.- one of the roost difficult problems

faced by countries. Inordinate delays have been caused by

bottlenecks in data processing,, Efforts to reduce the time

by utilising mni or iricro computers with appropriate software

by statistical offices shoulci be explored.

(vi) It is reconrnended that census data should be evaluated and

if a post enumeration survey is planned,, then adequate

preparations should be made in advance so that the exercise

does not beccire unproductive.

(vii) Preparation o£ administrative reports dqcuaentinc; the

various steps and stages of a census including expenditures

r and problems faced and how they were tackled would be useful

not only for future reference for the country itself but
also for other countries.

(viii) In addition to publishing the detailed tables, the preparation
of analytical reports, rronographs and general user' oriented
publications have been noted to be useful and should be

planned from the early stares of data collection.

(ix) In addition to publication of tables, preparation of special
data tapes and local area statistics my be useful for deeper
analyses and regional planning.
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(x) Many countries depended on long term resident international
expertise to carry out evaluation and analysis of their

census, fthile international co-operation and exchange of
know-how is laudable, the close association of local personnel
in such exercises should be ensured and insisted upon. In
view of high cost, perhaps short duration intensive consultancy
missions oy international experts may be advantageous, if

local personnel could be effectively associated with the
exercise-

(xi) Because of lack of adequate trained manpower for analysis and
interpretation of data, it is considered beneficial for not
only higher level but also for middle and lower level personnel
to be trained on-th^-job in the manipulation of data.
Short duration intensive in-service training progranimes on
data analysis is recamended.

<xii) Dissemination of the results of a census is an iiiportant
agenda of a census undertaking and not only national seminars
but perhaps regional or topic specific seminars like those
on regional development, education, health or housing mav be
fruitful.

(xiii) Pn iisportant uss of census data is in planning and every
effort must be made to integrate population and related"*
variables in the planning process.

(xiv) Population projections at national, sub-national and
sectoral levels should be prer>ared not only under the

usual three variants but speculative illustrative pro
jections should be made to demonstrate the implications of
various policy options.


